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Climate action now

Welcome to the August 2023 edition of the Life Terra Newsletter.

Want to �nd out more about Life Terra or adopt a tree? Check out our website.

Recent Project Activities

19th country Sweden hosts the planting of Life Terra’s 4 millionth tree

Life Terra’s 4 millionth tree is now hosted in a tiny food forest in Lingilt, Sweden!

Despite the intense drought that a�ected Sweden this past Spring, a variety of bigger

trees could be planted on June 21st thanks to good soil preparation and irrigation. A

nice variety consisting of Mulberry, Honeyberry, Amelanchier, Heartnut, Hazelnut,

Pear, Rowan and Cherrybush is now in the ground!

With this planting event Sweden became the �rst Scandinavian country Life Terra is

planting in, making it the 19th country in Europe at the end of the third season of the

project. In October, another 250 trees will be planted together in the food forest with

the local school. To read more and �nd more pictures from the symbolic event, click

here.

Find out more about Life Terra here
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Season 3 recap: a few �gures

The Life Terra project is now into its fourth year, and the third season would not be

complete without a short summary of the activities that took place. With a total of

3,455,819 trees of more than 330 di�erent species planted over 539 events, season 3

was by far the most successful when it comes to the work on the �eld. Regarding the

work done in the classrooms, the Terra Mission educational package recorded more

than 5,800 new teachers committed to bringing climate awareness to their pupils.

Lastly, more than 3,600 people registered on the Life Terra platform to follow the

growth of the trees they planted. A great end of the season, we look forward to the

next one!
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Wild�res: how treeplanting helps prevent them

Year after year, wild�res spread around our continent more broadly, especially in the

areas of the Hiberian Peninsula, Italy and the Balkans. Governments as well as the

European Institutions are rushing to cure this ever-spreading disease, but planting

young trees can actually prevent it from happening in the future.

In this new entry on the Life Terra blog, we look into the various ways planting new

trees can contribute to the prevention of future wild�res. You can give it a read here. 

Looking for regular updates on Life Terra? Check the blog out

To keep up to date with the most recent news related to planting events, to the Terra

Mission educational package as well as articles such as the one mentioned above, the

best place to keep an eye on is the Life Terra blog. We update it regularly with all you

have to know about Life Terra. Don’t miss out!

New video: restoring soil in Ardèche with ASES
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In the Blog

Maintaining and preparing the food-forest

Biodiversity for sustainable transformation

Planting with kids in Alía, Cáceres

Interpreta Natura plants in Olivar

Social Media
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Don't forget to follow Life Terra's social media channels to stay up to date with our

most recent stories.

Life Terra is co-�nanced by the European Commission through the LIFE Programme

(LIFE19 CCM/NL/001200).

The content of this publication represents the views of the author only and is his/her sole

Subscribe to the Life Terra Newsletter
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responsibility. The Agency does not accept any responsibility for use that may be made of

the information it contains.

EURACTIV is the distributor of this newsletter and is one of Life Terra's communication partners.
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